Canadian Nuclear Society – Chalk River Branch

Contact: Ruxandra Dranga, Branch Chair (613-584-8811 ext. 46856, ruxandra.dranga@gmail.com) or Blair Bromley, Membership Chair (613-584-1518, yelmorb7@nrtco.net)

Join the Canadian Nuclear Society - Chalk River Branch!

The Canadian Nuclear Society (CNS) is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to promoting knowledge and education among its members and the public about all aspects of nuclear science and technology. Within the Canadian Nuclear Society, we currently have eight divisions: Nuclear Science and Engineering, Fuel Technologies, Design & Materials, Nuclear Operations and Maintenance, Environment and Waste Management, Mining & Processing, Medical Applications and Radiation Protection, Fusion Science and Technology.

Why Join?

Stay up-to-date with the developments in the nuclear industry in Canada

CNS Bulletin (4-5 issues per year)

Support and promote nuclear science and technology in Canada

Discounts at courses, conferences and workshops

Local branch seminars, social events, public outreach and fun activities

Networking and educational opportunities

Be Part of the Solution - Join the Canadian Nuclear Society!